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The pillars of Fiery innovation
For more than 25 years, EFI™ has been delivering 
innovative Fiery® digital print technology that makes 
your Fiery DFE a key part of your print business 
success.  

In this new video, Toby Weiss, Senior Vice President 
and General Manager of the Fiery Business Unit, talks 
about the elements that form the foundation of our 
technology and how we provide innovation where it 
matters most to your business:

• Color & Imaging

• Productivity

• Management

• Connection

You’ll also see how the latest Fiery platform, Fiery 
FS350 Pro, delivers innovation in these four areas, with 
a wealth of new features for business success.

See it now

Watch the video at https://bcove.video/2Otw2TV.
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Automate from prepress to finishing

Automate from prepress to finishing

There’s more to automation than just prepress setup. 
Now print service providers can also automate tasks 
on Duplo finishing equipment in the same workflow 
and save as much as 70% in setup time. It’s an easy 
way to reduce prepress and manual setup time by 
integrating Fiery Driven™ print engines and Duplo 
offline finishers. 

In this article, we’ll outline how Fiery digital front ends 
and workflow software integrate with Duplo finishing 
equipment to save significant time and prevent errors 
and waste.

For a wide variety of Duplo finishers

Spot UV coaters: Fiery integration makes it easy to 
offer high-value jobs with the Duplo DDC-810 Raised 
Spot UV Coater, and to reduce workflow bottlenecks 
in the production process. You can produce a broader 
range of jobs customers want at a much lower labor 
cost. 

EFI and Duplo customers can now eliminate most 
manual file preparation steps by using Fiery JobFlow 
workflow automation software. These steps can 
include creating separate CMYK and spot UV files, 
setting up imposition, applying registration marks and 
barcodes, and submitting CMYK and spot UV files to 
a Fiery Driven printer and the DDC-810, respectively. 
Once the desired JobFlow workflow is set up, the 
operator simply selects it to send the job to print. After 
the job is printed, just feed the printed output in the 
Duplo DDC-810 and hit start.

Slitter/cutter/creasers: A similar integration works in 
production workflows for Fiery Driven printers and 
Duplo’s Slitter/Cutter/Creasers. It allows for efficient, 
automated imposition layout, printing, and finishing; 
and reduces human setup errors. The Fiery Impose 
software offers a list of standard templates to use 
for the most common jobs. They include pre-set 
imposition layouts, plus barcodes and registration 
marks for a variety of finishing sizes, and enable 
automating the process from submission to finishing. 
The barcodes and registration marks printed on the 
output let the slitter/cutter/creaser adjust automatically 
without operator intervention.

For custom layout jobs, use the Duplo DC-746 or DC-
646 PC controller to create the new layout file, import 
it into Fiery Impose, and instantly see a visual preview 
of slit, cut, and crease locations to quickly verify job 
designs before printing. Save the layout as a Fiery 
Impose template to automate the same type of job in 
the future using one-step automated workflows such 
as Fiery Hot Folders, Fiery Presets, Fiery JobFlow, or 
Virtual Printers. 

Using Duplo barcode support in Fiery Impose, just load 
printed jobs directly into the slitter/cutter/creaser and 
let the finisher perform automatic setup for the job, 
based on the barcode.

Die cutters: In addition, you can automatically perform 
job prep functions on the Duplo UD-300 Rotary Die 
Cutter with Fiery JobFlow. These include auto-rotation 
of pages and adding registration marks. 

See for yourself

To learn more, go to the EFI website to find out about 
the Fiery tools that enable this integration.  

Or watch these videos to see the automation in action:

• Fiery JobFlow & DDC-810 automation overview 

• Fiery Impose and Duplo Slitter/cutter/creasers 
finishers, part 1 

• Fiery Impose and Duplo Slitter/cutter/creasers 
finishers, part 2 
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Ag Spectrum uses Fiery APIs to grow 
Ag Spectrum provides highly customized soil-test 
maps and yield reports up to 1,800 pages long, using 
digital cutsheet printers, Fiery tools, and automated 
workflows built with the Fiery API.

Customized printing in-house

Fiery API allowed Ag Spectrum to optimize the 
performance of their production. Their internal system 
splits the 1,800 pages into six, 300-page PDFs and 
directly submits them to the Fiery Sequential Print 
Queue in reverse order using Fiery API. This automated 
API workflow produces the same result as a PDF with 
1,800 pages in less time. Information Systems Manager 
Brian Macomber says it also eliminates the errors 
they used to get using hot folders. He adds, “The cost 
savings of printing our routine maps in house using 
Fiery API automation justified the move to a bigger 
press.” 

Ag Spectrum also prints a newsletter, marketing pieces, 
and customized invitations for dealers. Dealers order 
the materials they want through a portal. Ag Spectrum 
prints them, and can even address them using 
variable-data printing. Automated Fiery API workflows 
make these low-quantity jobs cost-effective. Brian 
observes, “For our marketing materials, we directly 
integrate our front-end ordering and custom backend 
business systems, then send jobs over to the Fiery 
server — all using Fiery API.”

Better use of a small team

With only twelve people 
at its main office, Brian 
was looking into JDF 
as a way to automate 
print jobs when he 
read about Fiery API 
on the Fiery Forum. At 
developer.efi.com he was surprised to find that Fiery 
API is free and easy to use. 

Now, the process is simple. People go in to the 
system and hit print. All anyone needs to know is 
“how to release a job and load paper.” Ag Spectrum 
has automated more than 95% of its print jobs with 
Fiery API, and Brian couldn’t be happier. “It’s made our 
workflows more efficient. We can literally print two 
minutes after someone orders something. And I could 
teach anyone in the office the basics of doing it in no 
more than 10 minutes.” 

Read more

Read the complete Ag Spectrum story.
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Tips and tricks for 
printing proposals and 
reports
Fiery features make it easy to produce these in-
demand print items with tools anyone can use to get 
professional results. Now we’ve also made it easier for 
you to learn how to use these features, with a Print 
Applications web section for tips, tricks, and resources. 

1. Fiery VUE 
Now office workers have a simple way to produce 
finished documents such as booklets. See how the free 
Fiery VUE helps them save time, money, paper, and 
waste.

2. Driver-based imposition 
With the driver-based imposition tool Fiery Booklet 
Maker, users can print booklets from any application. 
Learn how easy it is to set up booklets, without the 
need for more advanced imposition programs.

3. Spot colors 
Office and business documents often include 
logos and brand colors that use spot colors such as 
PANTONE®. See how Fiery servers support PANTONE 
and other color systems, and how you can make sure 
you match important business colors on your printer.

Learn more

Get short videos, how-to guides, online training, and 
more. And learn how easy it can be to print more 
professional-looking pieces every time. 
Visit us online.

New GWG 
specification caters to 
digital print 
In March, the Ghent Workgroup released a new 
specification to cater to the growing small-format 
digital print segment. The new specification provides 
standardized guidelines for PDF file creation and 
quality control. The specification describes the rules 
to follow for PDF files used for digital print. Leading 
preflight vendors have already adopted this new 
specification to enable rapid acceptance in today’s 
workflows. 

Elli Cloots, Vice-Chair at the Ghent Workgroup 
and Senior Product Marketing Manager at EFI says, 
“Having this new specification helps significantly to 
improve standardization, and thus the possibility for 
automation, in this growing segment.”

Training available

The Ghent Workgroup is offering new webinars on 
the PDF/X standards and best practices in graphic arts. 
All webinars are presented by industry experts with 
many years of experience in their respective fields — 
including EFI’s own Elli Cloots. Upcoming webinars 
include:

• PDF creation and workflow strategies, May 7th

• Large format print, May 8th

• Packaging for brand owners, May 29th,

• PDF 2.0 and PDF/X-6, June 6th

• How to set up color management for creatives and 
print buyers, June 13th

The full agenda is available on the Ghent Workgroup 
website. This new webinar series will also be recorded 
and made available through the website.
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Grafisch Bedrijf Crezée: More output, better 
quality with Fiery workflow
Grafisch Bedrijf Crezée, in the Netherlands, produces 
anything “from layout to the printed product and 
signage,” says Martin Klop, Head of Prepress and Digital 
Print at Crezée. The 90-year-old company, with its root 
in offset printing, stays ahead of the competition by 
embracing the opportunities of variable data printing 
(VDP). 

Crezée uses two external EFI Fiery digital front ends 
(DFEs) to drive their cutsheet print engines. They 
also use Fiery Impose and Fiery Navigator for perfect 
control over production processes.  

Market demands shorter turnarounds 

“For our customers, time to market is becoming 
a highly competitive issue. They also need to 
communicate with their own clients on a personalised 
level,” says Klop. 

For a supplier in the automotive industry, Grafisch 
Bedrijf Crezée produces personalised brochures 
with all kinds of variable data. Klop says, “To create 
a personalised brochure, you need your data to be 
up to date. On top of that, the brochures need to be 
sent on time before the data expires. In other words, 
production time is short.”

Crezée’s layout team developed an Adobe® InDesign® 
template for every target group, with replaceable fields 
that are automatically filled with information from 
the customer’s database. But timing was an issue, as 
Klop notes. “At first, the processing of the files took 
too much time. At the end of each day the files were 
queueing up. We needed the files to be processed 

faster to optimise our planning and production.”

EFI Fiery software optimizes printing 
production

Crezée invested in a Fiery 
DFE and Fiery workflow 
solutions to optimise 
process time and file 
handling. “The difference 
is incredible,” says Klop. 
“In the same working environment, I can do nearly 
everything needed to produce complete products. 
Imposing a job with Fiery Impose is a breeze. In only 
a few clicks I can compile a new form with bleed, 
registration, crop, and colour marks. It’s extremely easy 
to save the form as a template, so I can use it again for 
a similar job.”

New opportunities open up for Crezée

Crezée is looking for new ways to extend their digital 
print activities. “Since we have no problem processing 
and handling files any more, we can offer more 
comprehensive personalization. From now on, the only 
limitation is the available data and the creativity of our 
customer,” concludes Klop.

See the interview

To see how Crezée is using the power of Fiery 
workflow, watch the YouTube video,  
and read the full article. 
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Celebrate a speedier 
Fiery XF 
About a year ago, EFI™ released Fiery XF 7 for wide and 
superwide print production. It was a big leap in many 
ways, with its new Fiery Command WorkStation® print 
job manager, brand-new Fiery Job Editor interface, 
and new workflow possibilities.

These advancements were built on strong and 
established EFI technology foundations, with the goal 
of providing users with more of what they wanted: 
productivity, flexibility, and power. 

After a year of enjoying the best of both technology 
worlds — the familiar, and the future — with Fiery XF 
7, we are now pleased to announce the first feature 
upgrade with the arrival of Fiery XF 7.1. 

All Fiery wide and superwide users will see 
advancements in the user interface which provide 
an enhanced experience, as well as productivity and 
color improvements for faster and better-quality 
output. 

You get:

• 70+ new printer drivers for Agfa, Canon, Digitech®, 
Durst, EPSON®, Fuji, HP, Inca, Mimaki, and Oće 
devices to facilitate easy production expansion

• Greater control over tiling and nesting jobs

• Printer mark and cutting barcode enhancements for 
increased productivity

• Improved gamut mapping delivering 
 even better color results

Make the move to version 7.1

Better yet, version 7.1 is available at no additional cost 
to all users with their Fiery proServer software, or Fiery 
XF covered under an EFI Software Maintenance & 
Support Agreement, or an Enhanced Service Program. 
Learn more at fiery.efi.com/FieryXF71wn.
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Fiery proServer Premium is now twice as fast

The flagship Fiery digital front end for EFI superwide 
printer users now comes with powerful GPU hardware 
acceleration to deliver: 

• 2x the average RIPping performance on single jobs*

• Over 1.5x the performance on nesting jobs*.

The latest version 7.1 platform — now available with 
EFI superwide printers — comes with GPU-accelerated 
FAST DRIVE printer drivers. These latest acceleration 
technology enhancements build on EFI’s FAST RIP 
software acceleration to: 

• Eliminate idle printer time

• Truly maximize printer investments

Find out fast

Visit efi.com/FieryproServer and watch a video today 
to learn more about this cutting-edge digital front end 
technology.

* Compared to the previous Fiery proServer Premium 7.

New Fiery proServer Premium 7.1 platform
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,  
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers,  
inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite  
that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your  
competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500  
for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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